Approximately 2-4% of genetic material in human populations outside Africa is derived from 14 Neanderthals who interbred with anatomically modern humans. Recent studies have shown that 15 74 of new mutations. One consequence is strong selection against early human/Neanderthal hybrids, 75 implying that the initial contribution of Neanderthals to the human gene pool may have been 76 much higher than the contribution that persists today. A second consequence is depletion of Nean-77 derthal ancestry from conserved regions of the genome, a pattern that has been previously inferred 78 from genetic data [10, 11] and interpreted as evidence for partial reproductive incompatibilities 79 between humans and Neanderthals. A third consequence is the persistence of deleterious alleles in 80 present-day humans, creating a difference in mutation load between non-Africans (who experienced 81 Neanderthal admixture) and Africans who did not. 82 5
The Reduced Fitness of Neanderthals 83
Our first step toward quantifying these three consequences of introgression was to estimate pre-84 admixture mutation loads in humans and Neanderthals. We accomplished this using simulations 85 where all humans and Neanderthals experience deleterious mutations drawn from the same distri-86 bution of fitness effects (DFE) , such that any differences in mutation load are driven by differences 87 in demographic history. Because the fitness effects of noncoding mutations are difficult to measure, 88 we restricted our attention to deleterious mutations that alter protein coding sequences (nonsyn-89 onymous or NS mutations). There have been several estimates of the distribution of selection 90 coefficients in human protein coding genes [22, 23, 24, 25] . We here use the estimates of Eyre-91 Walker, et al. who found that the DFE of human NS mutations is gamma-distributed with shape 92 parameter 0.23 and mean selection coefficient -0.043 [26] . Although it is probably unrealistic to 93 neglect the fitness effects of synonymous and non-exonic mutations, it is also conservative in that 94 additional deleterious mutations would only increase the human/Neanderthal load difference be-95 yond the levels estimated here. Although little is known about the mutational DFE outside coding 96 regions, any deleterious mutations that occur will fix in Neanderthals with higher probability than 97 in humans; in addition, any beneficial mutations that occur will fix with higher probability in 98 humans than in Neanderthals. 99 Using the UCSC map of exons from the hg19 reference genome, we assume that each exon 100 accumulates NS mutations with fitness effects sampled uniformly at random from the distribution 101 estimated by Eyre-Walker et al. Since the human germline mutation rate is approximately 1.0×10 −8 102 mutations per site per generation [27, 28] and approximately 1/3 of new mutations in coding regions 103 should not change the amino acid sequence, we set the NS mutation rate to be 7.0 × 10 −9 mutations 104 per site per generation. No deleterious mutations occur between exons, but recombination does 105 occur at a rate of 1.0 × 10 −8 crossovers per site per generation. We implemented this genetic 106 6 architecture within the simulation program SLiM [29] by using the recombination map feature built 107 into the simulator. Specifically, for each pair of adjacent exons separated by a gap of b base pairs, we 108 represent this gap as a single base pair with recombination rate b × 10 −8 per generation. Similarly, 109 each boundary between two chromosomes is encoded as a single base pair with a recombination 110 rate of 0.5 crossovers per generation. We chose to focus on the dynamics of the 22 autosomes, 111 neglecting the more complex evolutionary dynamics of the X and Y chromosomes. 112 We allowed the mutation spectrum of this exome to equilibrate in the ancestral human/ Ne-113 anderthal population by simulating an ancestral population of size 10,000 for 44,000 generations. 114 After this mutation accumulation period, the ancestral population splits into a human population 115 of size 10,000 plus a Neanderthal population of size 1,000. The Humans and Neanderthals then 116 evolve in isolation from each other for 16,000 more generations (a divergence time of 400,000-117 470,000 years assuming a generation time between 25 and 29 years). To a first approximation, 118 this is the history inferred by Prüfer, et al. from the Altai Neanderthal genome using the Pairwise 119 Sequentially Markov Coalescent [2] . Throughout, we assume log-additive interactions among loci.
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In other words, the fitness of each simulated individual can be obtained by adding up the selection 121 coefficients at all sites to obtain a sum S and calculating the fitness to be exp(−S). The fitness of 122 individual A relative to individual B is the ratio of their two fitnesses. For each of three different 123 dominance assumptions, described below, three replicate simulations were performed and all results 124 were averaged over the three replicates. 125 We ran three sets of simulations that differed in their assumptions regarding dominance coef-126 ficients of de novo mutations: one with fully additive effects, one with fully recessive effects, and 127 one where mutations were partially recessive (all having dominance coefficient h = 0.1). We expect 128 that the true distribution of dominance effects falls somewhere within the range of these extreme 129 models. Although distributions of the dominance coefficient h have been inferred from viability 130 7 data in mutation accumulation lines of yeast and Drosophila, these studies had limited power to 131 classify weakly deleterious mutations with s < 0.01 [30, 31] . We have therefore avoided making 132 assumptions about the distribution of dominance coefficients, instead describing the qualitative 133 contrast between the effects of additive and recessive mutations. We use the same distribution of 134 selection coefficients for the additive simulations and the recessive simulations to ensure that differ-135 ences between their results are attributable to dominance effects alone. There is some evidence for 136 an inverse correlation between h and s [30, 31, 32] , meaning that weakly deleterious mutations are 137 less often recessive than strongly deleterious mutations are. However, when Agrawal and Whitlock 138 inferred a joint distribution of h and s from yeast data, they found that h is approximately gamma 139 distributed given s [31] , such that both additive and recessive mutations are expected to occur 140 within each fitness class.
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In our simulation with additive fitness effects, the median Neanderthal was found to have fitness 142 0.63 compared to the median human ( Figure 1A ). Assuming recessive fitness effects, the excess load 143 accumulated by Neanderthals was even greater, with a median Neanderthal fitness of 0.39 compared 144 to the median human ( Figure 1B) . Such a large fitness disadvantage would have been incompatible 145 with Neanderthal survival if they were competing with humans under conditions of reproductive 146 isolation. In each case, the fitness differential was caused by accumulation of weakly deleterious 147 mutations with selection coefficients ranging from 5 × 10 −5 (nearly neutral in the larger human (2) i to obtain a load value L i (G).
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Given that L i (G 0 ) is the median human load of mutations from the interval S i , the fitness reduction
show the distribution of this fitness reduction. Variance between individuals is high for strongly 158 deleterious mutations because an individual carrying one or two of these alleles is so much worse 159 off than an individual who carries zero. non-African population size drops from N = 10, 000 to N = 1, 861. 900 generations later, the size 174 is further reduced to N = 1, 032 and begins exponentially growing at rate 0.38% per generation. 175 We discretized this exponential growth such that the population size increases in a stepwise fashion The fitness reduction due to mutations with s between 2 × 10 −4 and 5 × 10 −4 , is much greater in Neanderthals than in humans. In contrast, the fitness reduction due to very weak effect mutations s < 2 × 10 −5 is similar between the two populations, as is the fitness reduction due to strongly deleterious mutations with s > 0.005. This is expected as mutations outside this range are either effectively neutral in both populations or strongly deleterious in both populations. Ne =20,000
Figure 2: This cartoon shows the demographic history used to simulate Neanderthal and human genomes. A single ancestral population of size 10,000 is simulated for 44,000 generations to let the distribution of deleterious mutations reach equilibrium. At this point, a Neanderthal population of size 1,000 splits off. After 16,000 generations of isolation, Neanderthals and humans admix, followed by the out of Africa bottleneck and piecewise-constant exponential growth. individuals are very time and memory intensive, we also capped the population size at N = 20, 000 178 (the size that is achieved 300 generations before the present).
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In the recessive-effects case, we found that the Neanderthal admixture fraction increased over potentially be offset by positive selection or by associative overdominance due to linked recessive 212 mutations. In the absence of these effects, however, we found that an initial admixture fraction 213 of 10% Neanderthals was necessary to observe a realistic value of 2.5% Neanderthal ancestry after weakly deleterious mutations are plotted in Figure 6A , while the three quartiles of the strongly 245 deleterious fitness reduction are plotted in Figure 6B . Neither the out of Africa bottleneck nor 246 Neanderthal admixture has much effect on the strong load. However, both the bottleneck and 247 admixture exert separate effects on the weak load, each decreasing fitness on the order of 1%.
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The excess weak load attributable to Neanderthal admixture is much smaller than the variance 249 of strong mutation load that we observe within populations, which is probably why the excess Figure 2 ), assuming additive fitness effects. We partition each individual's mutation load into two components: the weak load due to mutations with selection coefficient less than 0.0005, and the strong load due to mutations with selection coefficient greater than 0.0005 (note the difference in scale between the two y axes).
At time t, each individual's weak-load fitness and strong-load fitness are normalized relative to the median individual in the constant-size population. The solid lines show the median in each respective population, while the shaded area encompasses the 25th through 75th percentiles. Panel A shows that the admixed population suffers the greatest fitness reduction due to weak mutations, even 2,000 generations after admixture. Panel B shows that neither the bottleneck nor admixture affects the strong load.
they observed a median Neanderthal ancestry fraction around 0.5%, while in the quintile that 263 experiences the weakest background selection, they calculated a median admixture fraction around 264 2%. This has been interpreted as evidence for epistatic reproductive incompatibilities between 265 humans and Neanderthals [10, 58] .
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In light of the strong selection against Neanderthal DNA we have predicted on the basis of 267 demography, we posit that reproductive incompatibilities are not required to explain much of the (2)
The first term inside the parenthesis of equation (1) is the probability that the two-locus Ne-286 anderthal haplotype will remain intact for T generations, multiplied by the expected reduction 287 in frequency of the deleterious allele. The integrand of the second term is the probability that 288 this haplotype will instead be broken up by a recombination occurring t < T generations post- and Neanderthals (see Figure 1 ). The initial Neanderthal admixture fraction is set at 2%, but after 303 19 2,000 generations, the deleterious variant is segregating at only 0.7% frequency on average. Even at 304 a distance of 60 kb from the site under selection, the Neanderthal admixture fraction has declined 305 two-fold from its initial value. 306 We estimated earlier that Neanderthals were approximately 60% as fit as humans, assuming 307 that deleterious mutations have additive fitness effects (see Figure 1A ). If this load were composed 308 entirely of variants with selection coefficient s = 5 × 10 −4 , this would imply that the typical 
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[10] and recent chromosomal rearrangements [50] . However, these patterns could be explained by a 327 relatively small number of negative epistatic interactions between human and Neanderthal alleles, 328 as only 10-20 deserts of Neanderthal ancestry have been identified.
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Depletion of Neanderthal DNA from the X chromosome has also been cited as evidence for 330 reproductive incompatibilities, perhaps in the form of male sterility [10] . However, we note that the 331 X chromosome may have experienced more selection due to its hemizygous inheritance in males that 332 exposes recessive deleterious mutations [51, 52] . We have shown that selection against the first few 333 generations of hybrids is determined by the load of additive (or hemizygous) mutations, and that the 334 strength of this initial selection determines how much Neanderthal DNA remains long-term. This 335 implies that the admixture fraction on the X chromosome should be lower than on the autosomes if 336 some deleterious mutations are recessive, even in the absence of recessive incompatibility loci that 337 are thought to accumulate on the X according to Haldane's rule [53, 54, 55] They did, however, infer depletion of Neanderthal DNA near genes, concluding independently of 373 our work that this observation could be a consequence of the Neanderthal population bottleneck. 374 We did not model selection for new beneficial mutations here, and it is possible that such 375 selection might also have helped facilitate introgression, particularly in the first generations where 376 selection against hybrids would otherwise have been strong. As more paleolithic human DNA is 377 sequenced, it may become possible to measure how admixture has changed over time and extract 378 information from this time series about the distribution of dominance coefficients. This information 379 could also help resolve confusion about the fitness effects of the out of Africa bottleneck, which is 380 predicted to have differently affected the burdens of additive versus recessive variants [17, 33] . 381 We do not claim to have precisely estimated the deleterious Neanderthal load that remains in 382 non-Africans today, as this would require better estimates of the DFE across different genes and 383 more exploration of the effects of assumptions regarding recent demographic history. However, our 384 results suggest that Neanderthal admixture should be incorporated into models exploring muta-385 tional load in humans to more accurately predict the mutation load difference between Africans and 386 non-Africans. Association methods have already revealed correlations between Neanderthal alleles 387 and several human diseases [10] . Our results on mutations with additive dominance effects suggest 388 that introgression reduced non-African fitness about as much as the out-of-Africa bottleneck did.
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Introgression of recessive mutations is predicted to affect fitness in a more complex way. Some 390 adaptive benefits will result from Neanderthal and human haplotypes masking one another's dele-391 terious alleles, but Hill-Robertson interference may also hurt fitness as overdominant selection at 392 recessive sites drags linked dominant Neanderthal alleles to higher frequency. In addition, Nean-393 derthal haplotypes are predicted to have worse recessive burdens than human ones if they become 394 homozygous due to selection or inbreeding.
395
Our results have implications for conservation biology as well as for human evolution, as they 396 apply to any case of secondary contact between species with different effective population sizes.
397
When an outbred population experiences gene flow from a more inbred population, we predict 398 24 an increase in genetic entropy where deleterious alleles spill rapidly into the outbred population 399 and then take a long time to be purged away by selection. This process could magnify the effects 400 of outbreeding depression caused by genetic incompatibilities [64, 65, 66] and acts inversely to the 401 genetic rescue process, in which individuals from an outbred population are artificially transplanted 402 into a threatened population that has been suffering from inbreeding depression [67, 68, 69] . These 403 results suggest that care should be taken to prevent two-way gene flow when genetic rescue is being 404 attempted to prevent lasting damage to the fitness of the outbred population. 
